Rulebook

Let’s
bid
and
build
th e estat e s

intRoduCtion

the City Council recently approved the zoning
map for a new urban development—the estates—
featuring high-end infrastructure and a modern
atmosphere for its citizens.

Soon after, the banks awarded millions of dollars in loans to six real
estate investment ﬁrms to help develop this new area. The zoning
map for The Estates calls for two rows of four buildings each, located
between the River and Main Street.
The meadows on the other side of the River are to remain a recreational area for the City. But, with hopes of larger proﬁts, investors
and building tycoons entirely ignore the City Council’s demands
and begin developing three rows of buildings instead. The Mayor
catches wind of the potential for proﬁt and begins planning a new
mansion in The Estates, which would double the value of one of the
building rows! With some sketchy Building Permits, investors begin
developing buildings on the other side of the River, beyond the designated building zone.
However, the City Council takes rigorous steps to put an end to
the racketeering with an ultimatum: as soon as the ﬁrst two rows
are completed, the buildings in the uncompleted row will be torn
down, resulting in a huge loss for all who invested there. At the end
of the day, the investor with the highest-valued buildings will come
out on top.
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1 GaMe boaRd

36 FlooR Cubes WITH NUMBERS
IN 6 DIFFERENT COLORS

12 RooFtoPs

6 CoMPanY CeRtiFiCates

3 buildinG PeRMits

1 CanCel Cube

1 MaYoR

2 linen baGs

60 $1 Million CHeCks
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1

Place the Game board in the middle of the table.

2

Place the 6 Company Certiﬁcates near Main Street.

3

All 36 Floor cubes are put into one of the linen
bags. Randomly draw out 24 of the Floor cubes.

4

down and place them near the Game board. If
desired, use the other bag to store the Rooftops.
5

Place the 3 Building Permits, Cancel cube, and
Mayor near the Game board.

Place them numbered side up in 3 rows of 8
cubes each beside the board. The 12 remaining

Shufﬂe the 12 Rooftops with their numbers face

6

Each player receives $12 million in Checks.

Floor cubes are not used in this game and are
returned to the box.

Randomly determine the starting player.
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GaMePlaY
the estates is played over several turns, with each turn played the
same way. On the active player’s turn, they may ﬁrst choose to stow
away any illegal earnings for endgame scoring. then, the player
chooses any one of the available wooden pieces—Floor cube, Rooftop,
building Permit, Mayor, or Cancel cube—and holds an auction for it.
after the auction, the player who wins the piece must immediately
place it on the board, or—in the case of certain pieces—permanently
remove it from the game.
after placing or discarding the piece, the turn is over and the next
player in clockwise order begins their turn as the new auctioneer.
Players are never required to reveal the amount of money they have.

GaMePlaY

aVailable FlooR Cubes

ILLeGaL eaRNINGs

At the beginning of their turn, the active player
may stow away $1 million into their personal cash

Floor cubes: May only be selected from either
end of the 3 rows. During the game, every player

box. The player takes one of their Checks and plac-

may auction, bid, purchase, or place Floor cubes

es it under the edge of the game board in front of

of any color.

them. Illegal Earnings may not be used for the remainder of the game and may never be inspected
by other players.

seLeCtING aN aVaILaBLe PIeCe
FOR aUCtION

Wooden pieces—Floor cube, Rooftop, Building
Permit, Mayor, or Cancel cube—are available if

Rooftops: May only be selected if there is at least 1

building without a Rooftop on the board and there
are available Rooftops. Before the auction for a
Rooftop, ﬂip over the Rooftop to reveal its number.
building Permits, Mayor, or Cancel cube: May only

be selected if not on the board and not discarded.

they are not currently on the board and have not
been discarded.
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GaMePlaY
the aUCtION

PLaCING a FLOOR CUBe

wooden pieces and holds an auction. Beginning

their auction. At the start of the game, each of

with the player to their left, each other player in

the 3 development rows is limited to 4 buildings—

clockwise order bids for the chosen piece or pass-

from the street to the river. Floor cubes are placed

es. The ﬁrst player to bid may begin at any amount.

number side up on the square development lots.

Each subsequent bid must be higher than the

The ﬁrst Floor cube in each row must be placed in

previous bid. Each player may only bid once. All

the development lot adjacent to the street. Play-

bids must be in whole dollar amounts. The play-

ers may build in any of the 3 rows. Additional Floor

er may not place a bid for more money than they

cubes in a row must be placed on top of or adja-

have. Players may not bid with their Illegal Earn-

cent to another Floor cube in the same row. Emp-

ings. If a player passes, they are out of the auction.

ty development lots between buildings in the

The active player chooses one of the available

Floor cubes must be placed immediately after

same row are not allowed. Players cannot build on
When each player, except the auctioneer, has ei-

or past a Building Permit.

ther bid or passed, the auctioneer has two options:
To place a Floor cube on top of an existing Floor
a The auctioneer gives the chosen piece to the

cube, the cube being placed must have a lower

highest bidder who then pays their bid to the

number than the cube directly below it. In this way,

auctioneer.

there can be a maximum of 6 Floor cubes in one

OR

square development lot. Players may look at the val-

b The auctioneer keeps the chosen piece and pays

ue of any of the Floor cubes in any of the buildings.

the highest bid to the highest bidder.

The 5 development lots with white dirt may only
If all players pass, the auctioneer receives the piece
for free to place or discard, if able to.

have a total of 1 Floor cube.

GaMePlaY

eXaMPle

Starting from the street, the Floor cubes are placed
on the development lots with their number side up.
Empty development lots between the buildings in
the same row are not allowed.

Development lots with white dirt
may only have a total of 1 Floor cube.
The Rooftop ﬁnishes the building.

If a player places the ﬁrst Floor cube of any color
on the board, that player takes the matching
Company Certiﬁcate and places it in front of them

All other development lots may
have multiple Floor cubes. The
Floor cube being placed must
have a lower number than the
cube directly below it.

Players may not place a Floor cube
on top of a Rooftop.

for all to see. A player may own multiple Compa-

Building Permits can increase or decrease the

ny Certiﬁcates. At the end of the game, the player

length of each row (see ‘Placing a Building Permit’

earns either positive or negative points for each

for more details).

building with a Floor cube of this color directly
underneath a Rooftop.
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GaMePlaY
PLaCING a ROOFtOP

Rooftops must be placed immediately after their
auction. Place a Rooftop number face up on any
Floor cube without a Rooftop. The player may

Place a Building Permit on an empty develop-

ment lot in the desired row. The location of the
placed Building Permit marks the new devel-

place the Rooftop on any Floor cube. Placing a

opment requirement. More than one Building

Rooftop ﬁnishes the construction of a building,

Permit may be placed in the same row, either

and no more pieces may be added to it.

extending or shortening the development re-

PLaCING a BUILDING PeRMIt

quirement. When placing a Building Permit on
a row with another Permit, the previously-placed

A Building Permit must be placed immediately

Building Permit is moved to occupy the same

after its auction, or it is removed from the game.

space as the newly-placed Building Permit. It is
possible for a completed row of buildings to be

Building Permits can shorten or lengthen the de-

lengthened by placing a Building Permit, making

velopment requirement for one of the 3 rows in

that row now incomplete.

The Estates.
1 barrier: shortens or lengthens the current development requirement of a row by 1 building

2 barrier: shortens or lengthens the current development requirement of a row by 2 buildings

3 barrier: shortens or lengthens the current development requirement of a row by 3 buildings

GaMePlaY

eXaMPle:

The 2 Barrier makes the
upper row 2 lots shorter.

The 1 Barrier makes the
middle row 1 lot longer.

The 2 Barrier has previously made the
middle row 2 lots shorter. Now, placing
the 3 Barrier, the middle row is lengthened by 3 lots. In this example with both
Barriers in the middle row, the total
development requirement is 5 buildings.

A Building Permit cannot shorten the develop-

The Cancel cube allows the player to discard a

ment requirement of a row if the current amount

previously-placed Building Permit. The piece is

of developed lots already exceeds what the ad-

removed from the game along with the Cancel

justed requirement would be.

cube. If there are any Building Permits in the same

PLaCING the MaYOR

development lot as the removed piece, adjust the
development requirement of the row to reﬂect

The Mayor must be placed immediately after its

the value of the removed Building Permit. If there

auction, or it is removed from the game.

are no Building Permits in a row after the removal

The player places the Mayor on Main Street in

of a Building Permit from using the Cancel cube,

front of any of the 3 rows in The Estates. At the end

the development requirement is the original 4 de-

of the game, the Mayor doubles the scores of all

velopment lots.

buildings (positive or negative) in the chosen row.

UsING the CaNCeL CUBe

A Building Permit that lengthens a row may not
be removed if the development requirement

The Cancel cube must be used immediately after

would be shorter than the current amount of de-

its auction, or it is removed from the game.

veloped lots.
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end oF tHe GaMe
the GaMe eNDs IN ONe OF tWO WaYs:

1 As soon as 2 rows of buildings are completed—buildings must ﬁll the designated length, and all
buildings in those 2 rows must have a Rooftop.

2 It is impossible to complete any more buildings; no more Rooftops or Floor cubes are available.

eXaMPLe:

The upper and middle rows are complete.
The scores of the buildings in the upper
row are doubled because of the Mayor.

The Building Permits in this example have been placed in all 3 rows.
The upper row has been made 2 lots shorter while the middle row
and bottom row were made longer by 1 and 3 lots, respectively.

All buildings in completed rows score positive points, while all buildings in incomplete rows score

negative points. It is possible to have zero completed rows of buildings.

end oF tHe GaMe

sCORING

A building scores points only for the player who holds the Company Certiﬁcate matching the color of
the topmost Floor cube. Each Floor cube in that building scores points equal to their printed value to
the player who owns it. The value of the Rooftop is also added.

sCORING eXaMPLe:

this building scores 9 points for the owner of blue.
If this building were in an incomplete row, the owner of Blue would lose 9 points.
If this building were in a row with the Mayor, the score of the building would be doubled.

If the Mayor is in front of a row, the value of all buildings in that row are doubled (positive or negative).
Players score 1 point for each Check in their personal cash box.
The player with the highest score wins The Estates! In case of a tie, the tied player with the most
amount of Checks in hand, including their personal cash box, is the winner.
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tHe
estates
in seVeRal
Rounds
If able, we recommend playing The Estates in several rounds. One round lasts about 45 minutes.
Before starting, all players agree upon the number of rounds to play. After each round, scores
for each player are recorded. At the very end of
all the rounds, the player with the highest total
score wins The Estates. However, if a player wins
2 rounds, the game is over, and that player is the
ﬁnal winner. If all players have negative scores, the
player with the least negative score is the winner.
At the end of each round, set up the game as in
the Setup section of the rules, excluding Step 6.
Players start the next round with their Checks
from the previous game, including the Checks
from their personal cash box.

tHe estates in seVeRal Rounds
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